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Abstract—This article presents a recommender system based
on rough mereology for predicting Ozone concentration in
Kuwait through testing the data gathered from Al-Jahra sta-
tion. The proposed recommender system consists of three
phases; namely pre-processing, classification, and recommen-
dation phases. To evaluate the performance of the presented
recommender system, fifteen parameters were used. Those pa-
rameters were developed and validated between Jan. 2006 and
Sept. 2010. The obtained results demonstrated the effectiveness
and the reliability of the proposed recommender system.

Index Terms—recommender system, rough mereology, air
pollution, ground-level Ozone

I. INTRODUCTION

INDUSTRIALIZATION, technical growth and over popu-

lation in urban areas of Kuwait have resulted in increased

air pollution [1], [2]. This has deteriorated the quality of fresh

air. Toxic air pollutants in close proximity to populate areas

can have adverse health effects. In this respect, surface Ozone

can become a serious problem in the urban areas of Kuwait

- if it frequently occurs in sufficient concentration to threaten

human health and environment [3].

Ground-level Ozone (O3) is formed by chemical reac-

tions between nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic

compounds (VOC) in the presence of heat and sunlight. It

is difficult to exactly define the formation and destruction

mechanism of Ozone. This is because Ozone is an extremely

reactive pollutant and can be scavenged by its precursors [2],

[4]. As a result, the area of air pollution forecasting through

empirical methods has gained importance with the availability

of sufficient data. Earlier forecasting models were based on

simple empirical data correlations, but the availability of a

large amount of information has resulted in development of

complex air pollution simulations for forecasting [2], [5].

Management of public warning strategies for Ozone levels in

densely populated areas require accurate forecasts of ambient

levels. Although Ozone prediction models exist or have been

proposed at several cities [6]–[9], [16], [17], they have not

been assessed in realistic conditions.

Recently, there has been an increase in air pollution in urban

areas of Kuwait. This is the result of rapid industrialization,

technical growth and over population. In the past, it has

been observed that toxic air pollutants in close proximity of

populated areas can have adverse health effects. Ozone is one

such pollutant that can become a serious problem in urban

areas of Kuwait if it occurs in sufficient concentration. Thus,

accurate forecasting of surface Ozone is required as it can help

with successful implementation of public warning strategies

during episodic days in Kuwait.

This article presents a recommender system based on rough

mereology for predicting Ozone concentration in Kuwait

through testing the data gathered from Al-Jahra station. The

proposed system firstly maps the Ozone dataset into a normal-

ized dataset of ground-level Ozone predictions. Then, rough

mereology and rough inclusion techniques are applied for

clustering and classifying the normalized Ozone dataset into

sets of granules with different radius. Voting by objects ap-

proach is subsequently applied in order to select the optimized

granules. Finally, normalized rating matrix is acquired, then

the predicted ground-level Ozone is recommended. To evaluate

the performance of the presented recommender system, fifteen

parameters were used. Those parameters were developed and

validated between Jan. 2006 and Sept. 2010. The initial three

years of data are used to develop the predicting models and the

remaining data is used for testing and verifying these models.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section II

presents the basic concept of rough mereology. Section III

describes the different phases of the proposed recommender

system; namely pre-processing, classification, and recommen-

dation phases. Section IV introduces experimental results via

firstly discussing the tested dataset in addition to the details of
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the applied Air Quality Index (AQI), then presenting statistical

analysis of the obtained experimental results. Finally, Section

V presents and discusses conclusions.

II. ROUGH MEREOLOGY: AN OVERVIEW

Rough mereology proposed by Lesniewski in [10] as the

theory of concept. The relation of mereology is a part of

relation, e.g. x mereology y means x is a part of y. According

to Polkowski [11], the mereology relation described in equa-

tion (1), where π(u,w) is a partial relation (proper part) and

ing(u,w) is ingredient relation means an improper part.

ing(u,w) ⇔ π(u,w) or u = w (1)

µ(x, y, r) means rough mereology relation x is part of y at

least degree r, also described as shown in equation (2).

µ(x, y, r) = simδ(x, y, r) ⇔ ρ(x, y) ≤ (1− r) (2)

Computing the indiscernibility relation to get the object can be

done using rough inclusion, which is of less complexity time

than the indiscernibility relation computed by rough set tech-

nique. Rough inclusion from metric according to Polkowski

in [11] computed by the Euclidean metric space or Manhattan

space, where,

µh(x, y, r) ⇔ ρ(x, y) ≤ 1− r (3)

Then, the indiscernibility relation Ind can be computed as

shown in equation (4).

Ind(x, y) =
|IND(x, y)|

|A|
(4)

Then, equation (2) becomes equations (5) and (6).

µh(x, y, r) ⇔ Ind(x, y) ≥ r (5)

IND(x, y) = a ∈ A : a(x) = a(y) (6)

Where, a is an attribute(s) in an information system A, and

|A| is the cardinality of a set A.

III. THE PROPOSED RECOMMENDER SYSTEM

The proposed Ozone recommender system tested for

ground-level Ozone data collected at Al-Jahra city in Kuwait

during the time from January/2006 to September/2010. The

architecture of the proposed system consists of three phases;

namely pre-processing, classification, and recommendation

phases.

A. Pre-processing Phase

In this phase, the proposed recommender system receives

the ground-level Ozone data as an input, then it generates a

normalized rating matrix. As shown in equation (7) with X

representing the original value, the input data were mapped

into a normalized dataset of the range [0,1], where the values

0 and 1, represent the smallest and the largest values in each

dataset attribute, respectively.

Normalized =
X −min.value

max.value−min.value
(7)

B. Classification Phase

In this phase, the proposed recommender system re-

ceives the normalized Ozone dataset generated from the pre-

processing phase. Rough mereology and rough inclusion ap-

proaches were applied in order to produce rough inclusion

table that reflects similarity degree among parameters. Then,

the granulation mechanism that reflects a given set of inclusion

data into collection of granules will be applied via voting

by training objects in order to produce the optimal similarity

measurement.

1) Ground-level Ozone Clustering: In this phase, the gran-

ular computing formalized within the theory of rough mere-

ology - as proposed by Polkowski; as an application of the

idea of a granular reflection of data and of classifiers induced

from it [5] is used to classify the normalized data into group

of similar data according to the definition of rough mereology.

In this section, a brief description of the theory of rough

mereology and rough inclusion will be presented.

2) Rough Mereology: Indiscernibility relations in rough set

theory represents the core problem in this theory that it takes a

long of time to get the classification of data. Rough mereology

theory used the flexible similarity relations, which allow for

huge data to be classified. The similarity relations that will be

used must be satisfy properties are MON, ID, EXT. Rough

inclusion technique satisfy their three properties of similarity

relations; namely Monotonic (MON), Identity (ID), Extreme,

or proportionality (EXT) [5].

• (MON) if similarity (x, y, 1) then for each z, from

similarity (z, x, r) it follows that similarity (z, y, r).

• (ID) similarity (x, x, 1) for each x.

• (EXT) if similarity (x, y, r) and s ≤ r then similarity (x,

y, s).

3) Rough Inclusion: Rough Inclusion is a technique that

uses the Reduced Hamming Distance [11] equation to compute

the similarity between vector u and v, where u represents a

user and v represents an item, as shown in equation (8) [5],

where, IND(u, v) = {a ∈ A : a(u) = a(v)}, and |A| denotes

the cardinality of set A.

ind(u, v) =
|IND(u, v)|

|A|
(8)

After applying equation (8) on the normalized rating matrix,

similarity table is produced by using rough inclusion approach.

The proposed recommender system classifies the attributes of

the dataset using Gödel t-norm technique [6], as shown in

equation (9).

Tmin(a, b) = min{a, b} (9)

The granulation mechanism reflects a given inclusion data into

collection of granules, each granule has a fixed granule radius

value r, where r ∈ the interval [0,1] [7]. Accordingly, the

proposed recommender approach applies the voting by training

objects to produce prediction/recommendation regarding the

ground-level Ozone.
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4) Voting by Training Objects: Voting by objects stage

takes as an input the list of similarity measure tables for each

radius resulted from the clustering stage and computes the

accuracy rate for each radius as shown in equation (10). Then,

the optimum radius that represent the largest accuracy measure

is selected. This stage is divided into two steps: 1) accuracy

measure computation, which uses equation (10) to compute the

accuracy for each table representing the similarity measure at

radius r and 2) optimization step, where the table containing

the largest accuracy measure at radius r is selected, so the

radius r called the optimum radius ropt.

Accuracyrate = (
T

N
) ∗ 100 (10)

Where, T is the rate of number of valid tuples and N is the

total number of tuples in each row.

Let a is an attribute, u is a test object, v is a training object,

and ǫ is a selected number in an interval [0, 0.1] taken every

0.01. So, the final value of ǫ is taken according to the equation

of the factor, shown in equation (11).

qa(u, v) =
|a(u)− a(v)|

diam(a)
(11)

Where, diam(a) is computed as shown in equation (12).

diam(a) = Max(a)−Min(a) (12)

and a(u) can be computed as follows:

a(u) =











min if u < min,

max if u > max,

u if otherwise

For each selected ǫ, selu(c, t) =
∑

wu(v,t)
sizeofc

is computed,

where c is the decision category, t is selected t-norm, and

wu(v, t) = indǫ(u, v). Then, u is assigned to the category

with maximal selu(c, t). The end value of ǫ is selected when

qa(u, v) < ǫ. Based on the optimum radius selected from the

voting by object stage, rules are generated from the rough

inclusion table of selected optimum radius.

C. Recommendation Phase

In this phase the system receives the testing Ozone dataset

as an input, then it outputs a recommendation/prediction value

of ground-level Ozone as shown in equation (13) according

to the formula that used to recommendation/prediction in

collaborative filtering technique.

prediction =

∑

i

wu,i−mean

σu
× wa,u

∑

i wa,u

× σa +mean (13)

Where, wu,i is the Pearson’s correlation coefficient shown in

equation (14).

wa,u =

∑m
i=1(ra,i −mean)× (ru,i −mean)

σa × σu

(14)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

A. Dataset

The study used hourly air pollutants data from January

2006 through September 2010 gathered by the Environmental

Monitoring Information System of Kuwait (eMISK, working

under the Environment Public Authority of Kuwait). The data

were collected from Al-Jahra fixed surface station. The initial

three years of data was used to develop the forecasting models

and the remaining data was used for testing and verifying

these models. Table I represents the generated rules of Al-

Jahra dataset.

B. Air Quality Index (AQI)

The Air Quality Index (AQI) is a key tool for making

information about outdoor air quality as easy to find and

understand as weather forecasts. It is an index for reporting

daily air quality via updating how healthy or unhealthy the air

is. Equation (15) shows the AQI conversion formula for the

ground-level Ozone.

AQI =
IHI − ILO

BPHI −BPLO

× (CO3 −BPLO + ILO) (15)

Where, IHI is the index value at the upper limit of the AQI

category, ILO is the index value at the lower limit of the AQI

category, BPHI is the break-point concentration at upper limit

of the AQI category, BPLO is the break-point concentration

at lower limit of the AQI category, and CO3 refers to 1-hour

Ozone concentration. Also, depending on the value of the

Ozone concentration CO3, the values of the IHI , ILO, BPHI ,

and BPLO parameters are being identified. For example, if the

detected value of the CO3 is within the range [0.00, 0.059],

then the values of the IHI , ILO, BPHI , and BPLO parameters

will be 50.00, 0.00, 0.059, and 0.00, respectively [12]. The

AQI is considered a standard measurement that runs from 0

to 500, where the higher the AQI value, the greater the level

of air pollution and the greater the health concern [13].

C. Statistical Analysis

Evaluating the recommendation quality of the proposed

recommender system is mainly based on statistical precision

TABLE I
RULE GENERATION TABLE OF AL-JAHRA DATASET

Rule Description Accuracy

Rule(1) if SO2 is healthy then Ozone is healthy 79.1087

Rule(2) if NO is healthy then Ozone is unhealthy 29.5273

Rule(3) if NOX is healthy then Ozone is healthy 62.2358

Rule(4) if NO2 is healthy and Wind-deg is healthy 26.7496
then Ozone is unhealthy

Rule(5) if PM10 is healthy then Ozone is healthy 79.3381

Rule(6) if CO is healthy and Wind-deg is healthy 26.7496
then Ozone is unhealthy

Rule(7) if CH4 is healthy then Ozone is healthy 76.1768

Rule(8) if NCH4 is healthy then Ozone is healthy 73.8360

Rule(9) if WS is healthy then Ozone is healthy 83.3083

Rule(10) if WG is healthy then Ozone is healthy 83.8488

Rule(11) if SOLAR is healthy then Ozone is healthy 80.2869

Rule(12) if TEMP-IND is healthy then Ozone is unhealthy 44.2708

Rule(13) if TEMP-AMB is healthy then Ozone is healthy 83.3141

Rule(14) if CO2 is healthy then Ozone is healthy 69.2238
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and decision supporting precision measurement methods [14].

Statistical precision measurement method adopts the MAE

(Mean Absolute Error) in order to measure the recommenda-

tion quality [15]. MAE is a commonly used recommendation

quality measurement method. MAE calculates the irrelevance

between the recommendation value predicted by the recom-

mender system and the actual evaluation value. Each pair of

interest predicted rank is represented as < pi, qi >, where pi is

the system predicted value and qi is the user evaluation value.

Based on the entire set of < pi, qi > pairs, MAE calculates the

absolute error value |pi − qi| and the sum of all the absolute

error value. Then, the average value is calculated. Small MAE

values represent a good recommendation quality indicators.

The predicted values of rating sets can be represented as

p1, p2, ..., pN and the corresponding actual testing rating set

can be represented as q1, q2, ..., qN . The MAE can be defined

as shown in equation (16).

MAE =

∑N
i=1 |pi − qi|

N
(16)

Based on experimental results, the ground-level Ozone de-

pends on the values of NO, (NO2, CO), Wind direction degree,

and Industrial temperature. Figure 1 depicts the monthly actual

values, predicted values by the proposed recommender system,

and the mean absolute error (MAE) of the ground-level

Ozone in Kuwait (AL-Jahra city station) during the time from

January-2009 to September-2010. As shown in figure 1, the

curve presenting the values of ground-level Ozone predicted

by the proposed recommender system has a similar behavior

as the curve presenting the actual values of the ground-level

Ozone dataset. Also, both curves existed in the healthy region

of the O3 value, which is less than 0.165. For the MAE curve,

it almost matches the predicted curve for the months (10/2009,

and 11/2009) as the data readings gathered in the tested dataset

during those months was zeros, the MAE curve may be in

some points drawn over the actual values of the ground-

level Ozone dataset because the actual dataset attribute’s has

sparsity problem and the rough mereology classifier predict

this value as the lowest value in this attribute.

Fig. 1. Monthly values of actual, predicted, and MAE values of ground-level
Ozone in Kuwait (AL-Jahra) [Jan-2009 to Sept-2010]

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, based on ground-level Ozone concentration

data gathered from Al-Jahra station in Kuwait, a rough mere-

ology based recommender system was presented for the pre-

diction of ground-level Ozone pollution. The obtained results

demonstrate the effectiveness and the reliability of the pro-

posed recommender system. Resulted experimental values of

ground-level Ozone predicted by the proposed recommender

system showed similar behavior as the actual tested values

of the ground-level Ozone dataset. Also, both experimentally

resulted and actual dataset values existed in the healthy region

of the O3 value, which is less than 0.165 ppm according to

the reference AQI.
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